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Advances

- Poultry House Electrical Inspections
- 24 hr Standby Generators
- Double Throw Switches/Custom Connections
- Surveillance
- Integrated Wireless PC Management
Advantages of Performing Electrical Inspections

- Reading Voltage at Main Lugs
- Tightening Main Lugs/Breaker Connections
- Checking Alarm Systems/Battery Voltage
- Replacing Poor Grounding with CAD Welded Copper Rod
- Company Funded / Mandated
Generator Maintenance Awareness

- Overheating
- Poor Maintenance
- Premature Engine Shutdown
- Battery Failure
Poor Maintenance Can Be Costly
Standby Units Available 24 hrs A Day 7 Days A Week
Surveillance

- Wireless Camera Systems Accessible from any internet connection
Wireless Integrated Alarm System/PC Management System

- Pinpoint accuracy of alarm condition
- Hardwire or Wireless Capability
- Connect to farm via phone line, DSL, Cellular Network, Cable Modem, or Satellite 24 hrs a day
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